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Our strategy builds on the College’s 
historic prioritization of teaching, 
research, and service that are student-
centered, family-focused, community-
engaged, culturally competent and 
collaboratively designed.
We are a college of education and social services, and the 
impact of our work is driven by the systems orientation that 
we bring to the problems we address in education, human 
development, counseling, and social work. We strive for 
academic excellence in each of these areas, and we actively 
cultivate programmatic connections between these fields, 
leveraging the interconnected nature of the schools, families, 
and communities that we serve. Our understanding in each 
area of the college is powerfully enhanced when put in the 
context of the larger set of forces present in the programmatic 
domains of other areas of the college. Enhancing this 
intellectual and academic architecture across our programming 
is the first strategic component driving us toward distinction 
and our 2022 vision.

The second core component of our strategy is The Vermont 
Distinction, which is about the people, place, and history of 
Vermont. It is a distinction that is simultaneously geographic, 
demographic, economic and historical. It is evident in the 
long history of grassroots mobilization in our communities, 
the drive toward direct democracy seen in our Town Meeting 
Days, the local activism found in a myriad community based 
organizations, and the influence of these activities on the 
mechanisms of our formal legislative system. That distinction is 
formally manifested in centuries of nationally pioneering public 
policies in health, social welfare, land-use, and education that 
are based on informed anticipation and prevention of problems. 

The third strategic component driving us toward our 2022 vision 
is the relentless exercise of our responsibility to bring our work 
to life in the context of the diverse, globalized society of which 
we are one small part. The impact and distinction of our work 
as a college ultimately stands on how we understand not just 
the distinctiveness of our programs, but also how they relate to 
settings across the United States and around the globe. 

OUR 
strategy



SYNERGISTIC
Our academic programs clearly articulate the College’s 
commitment to the welfare of individuals, families,  
and their communities. Our work is grounded in an  
interdependent approach, linking students and families  
to the schools and human service agencies that serve  
and support them and others in our communities. 

INTERDISCIPLINARY
The College actively facilitates and brokers inquiry from  
allied areas across the UVM campus — both disciplinary 
and professional — that informs perspectives on all topics 
related to the health and well-being of schools, social  
service agencies, families, and communities. It is our  
business to be knowledgeable about the research and  
service activities in these domains that are being conducted 
by our colleagues in other colleges and research units  
on campus.

DISTINCTIVELY VERMONT
Our research and academic programs fully embrace the 
cultural, demographic, political, economic, and geographic 
diversity of Vermont. We systematically focus on areas in 
the state where we feel our work can have the greatest 
impact, within the scope of financial responsibility.

DIVERSE
We embrace the full diversity of our society (ascriptive  
and ideological) in order to realize the promise of liberal 
education in a research university setting.

GLOBAL
We have a small number of selective international  
partnerships for academic programs and research  
activity, and we leverage these partnerships to strengthen 
our orientation to global learning, our real-world impact, 
and our visibility domestically as well as abroad.

ACADEMICALLY VIBRANT
We prioritize the academic and continually assess  
the degree to which our administrative structure and  
organization contribute to academic excellence and  
scholarly impact. Every unit within the College is  
demonstrably connected to driving our core mission and 
distinction. We work to overcome the challenges that  
impede our shared progress by identifying and refining 
levers for progress.

NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED
We achieve and evidence national and international  
recognition as leaders in research and scholarship in  
several fields. 

STRATEGICALLY RESOURCED
UVM’s Incentive Based Budgeting (IBB) model is fully  
implemented within the College, providing us with a  
strategic advantage through the generation of new  
revenue and growth that enables the substantive  
research, teaching, and service components of our  
2022 vision. As a resourcing tool, IBB is used to  
encourage and reward the programmatic innovation  
and entrepreneurial activity that fulfills our core  
mission and supports our distinction as a College.

CESS VISION 2022
IN 2022, THE  

UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT’S  
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION  

AND SOCIAL SERVICES  
WILL BE:

DISTINCTIVELY  
VERMONT

INTER- 
DISCIPLINARY

GLOBAL

DIVERSE

STRATEGICALLY 
RESOURCED

NATIONALLY 
RECOGNIZED

ACADEMICALLY  
VIBRANT

SYNERGISTIC
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RECOGNIZE OUR DISTINCTION 
AS VERMONT’S ONLY 
LAND-GRANT RESEARCH 
UNIVERSITY by leading with the 
nationally recognized research 
strengths of our faculty, and 
by resourcing the “teacher-
scholar” environment that is 
distinctively CESS and UVM.

CONTINUALLY REVISIT AND 
REINVENT OUR ACADEMICS, 
STUDENT AFFAIRS, AND 
BUSINESS PRACTICES to 
enhance learning, improve 
service and efficiency, and 
foster student success.

DIRECTLY INCENTIVIZE THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW 
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE 
AND CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS 
that respond to innovation 
and new discovery in our 
academic fields as well as 
the needs of students, the 
state, and the region. Redirect 
resourcing to those programs 
that are most responsive to 
these interests. 

DEEPEN AND BROADEN 
EFFORTS TO PROVIDE FIELD-
BASED EXPERIENCES AND 
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING 
OPPORTUNITIES for 
undergraduates that span the 
range of settings in Vermont.

PA T H W AY  1

Undergraduate Education
PROMOTE AND REWARD 
INTERSECTIONAL WORK 
to ensure that every 
undergraduate has 
meaningful opportunities  
for academic work across 
colleges on the UVM campus, 
between departments 
within the College, and in 
international settings.

RECOGNIZE THAT EXCELLENCE 
IN UNDERGRADUATE 
EDUCATION REQUIRES THE 
EMBRACE OF AND RESPECT 
FOR THE FULL DIVERSITY OF 
OUR SOCIETY (ascriptive and 
ideological). Resource our 
commitment to enhancing 
diversity throughout our 
undergraduate programs.

RECOGNIZE THAT HIGH-
QUALITY ADVISING AND 
MENTORING ARE KEY TO 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
SUCCESS. Resource and 
reward these activities 
accordingly.

PROVIDE AND REGULARLY 
EVOLVE CLEARLY DEFINED 
COURSE AND FIELD-
EXPERIENCE PATHWAYS to 
on-time graduation for all 
students in our baccalaureate 
programs.

DEMONSTRATE AND 
REWARD CONNECTIONS 
between faculty research, 
undergraduate programs, and 
high-quality undergraduate 
research opportunities.

DEVELOP THE CAPACITY 
AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
TO BRING CLASSES AND 
PROGRAMS TO STUDENTS 
using advanced technologies 
and multiple delivery formats, 
where appropriate. Reward 
innovation in programming.

DEVELOP AND DISSEMINATE 
CLEAR ASSESSMENT 
PROCEDURES AND OUTCOME 
INDICATORS in each 
undergraduate program. 
Ensure that assessment 
procedures are aligned 
with and furthering of all 
accreditation expectations in 
each area (where relevant), 
and that all data aggregated 
for outcome indicators are 
analyzed to inform continuous 
program improvement.

RESOURCE THE 
INCORPORATION OF 
REGULAR ALUMNI AND 
EMPLOYER FEEDBACK into 
continuous improvement 
processes for all of our 
undergraduate programs.
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MEG ZIEGLER  
Secondary Education ’15
Ziegler received a Fulbright award to teach  
in Thailand for a year. She is now pursuing  
graduate studies at Boston College Law School.

“ CESS professors are so passionate…They care  
deeply about their students and inspire us  
to do the same. I feel strongly that personal  
connections between students, teachers, and families are of the utmost importance, and 
that is partly because I was lucky enough to have professors that went out of their way to 
form such connections with us – and still do now, even after graduation.”



PRIORITIZE RESOURCES TO 
ENCOURAGE CROSS- 
PROGRAM AND CROSS-
DEPARTMENTAL 
COLLABORATIONS that 
support the College’s 
commitment to the 
development of individuals 
and their communities. 
Reward linkages to the broad 
array of human service 
agencies and schools that 
bring life to this commitment.

PURSUE POLICIES, 
SYSTEMS, AND INCENTIVES 
THAT PROMOTE 
INTERDISCIPLINARY 
COLLABORATION AND 
RESEARCH within CESS and 
across the University.

PRIORITIZE RESOURCES 
THAT SUPPORT ACTIVITY 
ENHANCING INDIVIDUAL 
SCHOLARLY PRODUCTIVITY 
AND IMPACT. Recognize 
that the College’s academic 
reputation, nationally and 
internationally, rests on the 
scholarly productivity and 
impact of our faculty. Reward 
faculty accordingly.

BETTER INTEGRATE THE 
ACTIVITY OF THE COLLEGE’S 
RESEARCH CENTERS to 
promote the synergistic 
scholarship central to our 
vision. Discourage activity 
not directly connected to 
substantively promoting or 
materially supporting that 
vision.

SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGE 
THE SYSTEMATIC PURSUIT 
OF EXTRAMURAL SUPPORT 
for faculty research and 
scholarship. Reward both 
demonstrated effort and 
realized success in this area.

ATTRACT, RETAIN, DEVELOP, 
AND PROMOTE A DIVERSE, 
HIGHLY ENGAGED, AND 
PRODUCTIVE FACULTY.

PA T H W AY  2

Research and Scholarship
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DEVELOP A COLLEGE 
INFRASTRUCTURE that can 
support the coordination of 
large-scale, interdisciplinary 
or multi-campus research 
initiatives.

PROMOTE AND SUPPORT 
THE APPLICATION OF 
OUR POLICY-RELEVANT 
SCHOLARSHIP AND 
SCHOLARLY EXPERTISE in 
the public sphere. Connect 
this application to the 
measurement of our impact  
as a college.

SUPPORT FACULTY 
INVOLVEMENT with state, 
federal, and international 
agencies.

PROACTIVELY NOMINATE 
FACULTY to national awards, 
society fellowships, and 
academy memberships.

ENCOURAGE AND 
SUPPORT FACULTY SEEKING 
LEADERSHIP POSITIONS 
in major scholarly and 
professional associations.

CONTINUE TO REFINE 
THE COLLEGE’S 
COMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITY 
to systematically showcase 
and present the impact of our 
scholarship and to evidence 
our vision.

BARRI TINKLER
Associate Professor 
Professor Tinkler was named 
Fulbright Canada Research 
Chair in Child and Youth Mental 
Health at the University of 
Calgary, where she will examine 
community-based efforts by 
faculty to support refugee 
integration. The goal of this 
research is to develop a model 
that informs the field of teacher 
education for all countries that 
undertake refugee resettlement.



PRIORITIZE RESOURCES 
AROUND THE PROVISION 
OF RELEVANT, TIMELY, AND 
IMPACTFUL GRADUATE 
EDUCATION through a 
programming structure 
that includes a small, highly 
selective Ph.D. program; a 
larger, research-based, practice- 
oriented Ed.D. program; and 
master’s-level degree and 
certificate programs.

INCENTIVIZE THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW 
GRADUATE DEGREE AND 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS that 
are responsive to innovation and  
new discovery in our academic  
fields; responsive to the needs  
of students, the state, and the  
region; and fiscally responsible.  
Redirect resourcing to 
supporting these interests.

FURTHER OUR PARTNERSHIP 
WITH THE GRADUATE 
COLLEGE to sharpen the 
distinction of our graduate 
programs and complement 
the graduate-level offerings 
across the University. 

DEVELOP THE CAPACITY AND 
INFRASTRUCTURE TO BRING 
CLASSES AND PROGRAMS 
TO STUDENTS USING 
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES 
and multiple delivery formats, 
where appropriate. Reward 
innovation in programming.

RECOGNIZE THAT HIGH-
QUALITY MENTORING SITS 
AT THE HEART OF EFFECTIVE 
GRADUATE EDUCATION. 
Reward it accordingly.

RECOGNIZE THAT 
EXCELLENCE IN GRADUATE 
EDUCATION REQUIRES THE 
RESPECT and embrace of the 
full diversity of our society 
(ascriptive and ideological). 
Resource our commitment to 
enhancing diversity through-
out our graduate programs.

PA T H W AY  3

Graduate Education
SUPPORT DELIBERATE 
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN 
GRADUATE STUDENTS AND 
THE SCHOLARLY AND/OR 
PROFESSIONAL BODIES defining 
their specific fields. Promote 
their involvement with, and 
recognition by, these groups.

PROVIDE AND REGULARLY 
EVOLVE CLEARLY DEFINED 
COURSE, PRACTICA, AND 
INTERNSHIP PATHWAYS  
to optimize student time  
to degree in all of our  
graduate-level programs.

FACILITATE AND DEEPEN THE 
OPTIMAL INTERACTION OF 
GRADUATE STUDENTS AND 
FACULTY. This includes support 
for leadership, staff assistance, 
faculty graduate advisers,  
and space.

DEVELOP AND DISSEMINATE 
CLEAR ASSESSMENT 
PROCEDURES AND OUTCOME 
INDICATORS in each of our 
graduate programs. Ensure that  
assessment procedures are 
aligned with and furthering of  
all accreditation expectations  
in each area (where relevant), 
and that all data aggregated  
for outcome indicators are  
analyzed regularly to inform  
ongoing program improvement.

RESOURCE THE INCORPORATION  
OF REGULAR ALUMNI AND 
EMPLOYER FEEDBACK into 
continuous improvement 
processes for all of our  
graduate programs.
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“The UVM Graduate Counseling Program changed my life path.  
 The program’s strong emphasis on personal exploration and social  
 justice has pushed me to better understand my core values and how  
 these connect with my innate passion for mental health support.  
 I have learned how to advocate for others who feel they do not have  
 a voice in our community due to concerns regarding ability, race,  
 gender, sexuality, and socioeconomic status.” LENA FREED



INVEST IN THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF KNOWLEDGE, CAPACITY, 
AND SKILLS ACROSS FACULTY 
AND STAFF to ensure the 
successful implementation of 
the College’s priorities.

IMPLEMENT PRACTICES 
AND HABITS THAT FOSTER 
A HEALTHY WORK–LIFE 
BALANCE. Strive to create 
work environments that 
encourage health and well-
being for everyone.

INITIATE INDIVIDUAL 
PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT PLANS for all 
members of the CESS staff.

INVEST IN STAFF CAREER 
DEVELOPMENT, provide on- the- 
 job “stretch” opportunities for 
possible advancement, and 
work to provide promotion 
opportunities within the College  
and across the University.

EFFECTIVELY IMPLEMENT 
IBB TO CREATE A STRATEGIC 
ADVANTAGE FOR CESS by 
encouraging innovative, 
entrepreneurial behavior 
by faculty, staff, and 
organizational units. Develop 
effective mechanisms to 
return appropriate revenue 
to units in order to support 
continued innovation.

PURSUE NEW SOURCES 
OF REVENUE (including 
enhanced fundraising), new 
entrepreneurial activities, 
and new programs in order 
to reinvest in CESS priorities, 
strengthen our impact, and 
ensure that CESS salaries and 
benefits are competitive.

PA T H W AY  4

Responsibly Resourcing a  
Sustainable Environment

CLARIFY AND ALIGN ROLES 
AND RESPONSIBILITIES to  
promote clearer communication  
and greater efficiency. Identify 
and minimize elements of 
our structure and culture 
that inhibit communication, 
collaboration, and creativity.

CONTINUALLY REVISIT AND 
REINVENT OUR ACADEMIC 
AND BUSINESS PRACTICES to 
improve service and efficiency, 
and to increase college-wide 
productivity. 

SIMPLIFY OR ELIMINATE 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
that waste effort and 
resources.

PROACTIVELY NOMINATE 
STAFF for College and 
University awards.

STRATEGICALLY FOSTER 
AND RESOURCE FACULTY-
DEVELOPMENT leave 
opportunities to advance  
CESS priorities.

ENABLE TRANSPARENCY  
AND PROMOTE WIDESPREAD 
AND TIMELY ACCESS 
TO RELIABLE AND 
UNDERSTANDABLE DATA.  
Use these data to inform 
decision making across 
the College.
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ALICIA KEESLER, Social Work ’17

“The faculty and staff are welcoming and  
 they encourage creative and challenging  
 thought and practice, even if it ruffles  
 feathers. I have felt supported and  
 encouraged to push myself and to challenge  
 the status quo from within the classroom,  
 the school at large, in our communities,  
 and outward. That is the special and  
 unique opportunity this program offers.”



our mission
Our mission is to educate and prepare outstanding professionals in education, 
social work, and human services; engage in policy relevant scholarship of 
highest quality; and provide exemplary professional service within the state of 
Vermont, nationally, and globally.

Our actions are designed to promote a more humane and just society, free  
from oppression, that maximizes human potential and the quality of life for  
all individuals, families and communities.
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